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Preface
The secor(l m<>eting of the ·.restem Section of the National Soil
Survey Committee w,:s held at the Department of Soils, Univers1ty of Alberta,
:&lmonton on December 8 to 11, 1958,

The Committee is deeply indebted to the

University for providing good accolll!lodation and to the staffs of the Department
of Soils and the Alberta Soil Survey for the excellent arr,mgements and
hospitality which greatly ruided to the enjoyment of the meeting,
The sessions were nnrked by keen and earnest discussion,

The

meeting was scheduled for three d2.ys but an [:dditioncl half dcy was required
to end it in a reasonably satisfact,)ry manner,

10ven so several matters of

concern to the i':ationeJ. Soil Survey Committee did not receive attention,
example, no discussion wc.s held on soil families,

For

However, a paper on this

topic from hanitoba was submitted by title to the meeting and it is included
in these proceedings,
Several of the reT,,rts on soil classification are for study and
trbl purposes only,
status as yet,

Hencu, the suggestions th&y include do not have official

The report

01.

Brunisolic soils is an exception as it has been

accepted by both the eastern anC: western sections.

The suggestions in the

re0orts on soil classification should be carefully studied as it is hoped
that the major problems on soil classification at the oroer, great group · nd
sub-group levels can be resolved by the spring of 1960,
At the conclusion of the National Soil Survey Committee meeting
the members partici,Jated in the meeting of the Western Section of the
National Soil Fertility COllllllittee,

Second Conference of .estern Sectj_on - i,d:nonton, Alberta
Dece.,cber 8-11, 1958
Chairman's Remarks - A, Leahey
,ie have been fc,rtunate in having Dean i ,cCalla open our meetings,
His appropriate remarks concerning the value of cooper, tion tnd meetings
such as ours in carrying out research programs has created just the right
atmos:,:,here for our deliberations,

'•:e are dso indebted to the Department

of '.,oils, Universi.ty of Alberta, under the leadership of Dr, J, D, l-iewton,
for the excellent arrange.,ents made for our meetings,
The l\ational Soil Survey Committee is con,y:,osed of a rather deliberate
body of men who h&.ve a str•Jng tendency to take a second and even a third look
at the first decisions we have made,

Perhaps we err someti."lles :in this resy:,ect,

However, while it may appear from a short time viewpoint that we are making
slow progress in reaching many of our goals we hcve many solid accomplishments
to our credit,
Since the S,:.skatoon meetings in 1955 our Committee he.s had two
principal objectives,

The first of these objectives has been to develop a

taxonomic system of clr'ssification for the soils of Canada and the second hc,s
been to i:ntergrate our :erk more closely ,,;ith the research workers in soil
fertility and soil management,

The development of the cl1<ssification scheme

has received most of our attention and our rrogress in reachmg this objective
h~s been on the whole fa.:~rly satisfactory,

iiowever, to be <!Uite frank, we

have not devoted 1::-J.ch time to our second major objective a.nd hence progress on
this matter has ;r;oved at a slow pace,

This remark is not intended as a

criticism as I believe ·:tost of us feel that we must first develop the

-

classificcttion system.
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For exan:ple at this meet:ing of the 'o!estem section

practic&J.ly all our t:iJne will be devoted to the cla.ssification system.
To those not fully conversant with the pr:inciples of the
clfssification system we are 1·1orking on, I would say that the classes :in three
higher categories are largely b,osed on soil morphology but :in soma cases we
are using certain chemical characteristics,

However, :in separat:ing our soils

into sub-groups, great groups and orders we do not give equal weight to all
d.1.fferences :in mornhology,

Thus :in ph.cing our soils b.to classes within these

cc.tegorfos relatively small differences Ftay influence our decisions more than
larger differences if we think that the smru.l differences more clearly reflect
the environmental conditions under which the particular s·,il has developed,
We must recognize the fact that there is a strong 6·,metic bias to the taxonomic
system of soil clc ssifications we are tr'ring to create.
r.S

an illustration c,f this point we may consider the Brown ar,d Dnrk

Bru1•m great sc,il groups,

Essentially the division between these two great

groups is based on one colour chip difference. in value of the A1 horizons,
This is a small difference but we know that from an environmental and genetic
viewuoint it is a highly signific:cnt difference,

The genetic bias in the

proposed system should be kart in mind in our discussions and decisions on
soil clt•ssification,
The two resolutions passed at the 1955 meeting which required the
attention of the Chairman of the Ifational Advs.sory Committee on Agricultural
Services have been acted on in a manner sat:i.sfactory to this Committee.

,.ne

of these resolutions was met two years a.go by the establishment of the N"tional
Soil Fert.Llity Committee.

The resolution re,,uesting that a research chemist

- 3 be employed at uttawa to study analytical methods, particularly those used by
the soil survey laboratories, received no early action owin,; .,o staff
limitations,

However, this year the Chemistry Division at Ottawa fo\llld a

position r.nd a man for this purpose.

I am sure you will be pleased that these

resolutions have been implemented,
Review of 1958 heeting of the Eastern Section of the ,,, , S. S, C,
P, C, Stobbe
In briefly reviewing the meetings of the l>&stern Section I would

first of all say that they were marked b_,, very good discussions which helped
to clarify ideas and concepts,

The main conclusions of the meetings have been

published c>nd placed in your hands.

I would say that some of the reports were

aLnust unanimuusly accepted while others represent only the majority opinion.
In some instances there are still differing views on the chssification of certain

soils ,,nd these differences may not be resolved until more information hns been
obtained,

In the meantime it w,,,s agreed to go along with something that appeared

to be the most reasonable approach,

It is understood, of course that these

reDorts in the proceedings of the Eastern Section meetings were pre 1)!Lred for
study puz-poses and hence are in no way final reports,

Constructive criticism

of the various proposals will be appreciated,
I do not intend to go over the reports of these meetings in detail
as they are available for ;1our study.

However, I would like to mention a few

items that are of direct concern to us at this Western Section meeting,
l :

;·,aming of categories:

The £astern :nembers considered the proposals

made of the \'iestern Section at Vancouver in regard to the naming of the
various categories in :)Ur cl,,.ssific1ction system,

They agreed to these

-
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proposrls exce,,t they would like to chcnge the nallle for category 5
from "group" to "great group",
2 :

~:=s for sub-group which represent central or zonaJ. conce:pt.

This

matter was debated at considerable length. 1:odal, orthic, ortho,
typical, typo, zonaJ. and normal were all considered.
names were acceptable to everyone.
was acce:-,ted on a trial basis.

Hone of these

However, by majority vote

11

orthic 11

It was hoped that suit2.ble na'l:es might

in time be found for all the orthic sub-groups, as for example chernoze!l
for orthic black,

3 :

The Eastern members generB,lly preferred the term

11

gleyed 11 to

11

:imperfectly

drained II as applied to a sub-group m~ne.

4

Soil horizons,

The subdivision of the O horizon into 3 sub-horizons as

recom,:ended b:\' the Western ciection was acceDted.
also acce:,,ted the addj.tion of Ber for a colour B.

The Eastern Section
Some general discussion

took place regardin;:; the case for a G horizon e,nd changing ir to fe,
However, no recommendations were made as it was felt that these and other
matters regarding horizon nomenclature were req1dred before definite
action could be taken,
5

1

Podzolic 'lrder:

You will have noticed by the Proceedings of the

Eastern Section that most 0f the eastern members would like to divide
the Podzolic order into two orders.

Unfortunately we will not have time

to discuss the pros and cons of this matter,

However, since this will be

a topic of discussion at 0ur next national meeting you should be giving
serious atte,,tion to this matter,

-

5 -

Terminology:
The following action was taken by the members of the Western
Section on the first three matters of nanenclature mentioned by Dr. Stobbe.
(l)

Approval was given to naming Category 5 11 Great Group" in place of "Group".

(2)

Approval wa.s 5iven for the adoption of the terms

11

orthic 11 and

11

gleyed 11 •

Since both e~.stern and western members have agreed on these terms
they stand approved by the "' • S. S. C.

In connection c·dth this matter of terminology Dr. Ehrlich
suggested the formation of a sub-committee on terminology.
action was taken on this suggestion.

1110

- 6 The Classification of the Chernozenuc arrl
Solonetzic Soils of Western Canada
(Preliminary Report no, 5 to Western Section i',S,S,C,)
(Revised February, 1959)
H, C, ifoss

Introduction
A record of the work done on the clLssific, tion of the chernozemic
and solonetzic (halomorphic) soils by the Western Section of the National
Soil Survey Committee is given below,

1955 - Preliminary classification of Canadian soils adopted at
Third Conference, !iatio,1al Soil Survey Committee, Saskatoon,
The Classification Committee recommended that:
(a)

"The classification scheme be given a thorough trial. 11

(b)

"Sub-committees be established to define more accurately the
three higher categories and to review, and where necessary
re-define, the differentiating criteria,"

1956, June - field trip Saskatoon - Edmonton - Golden (B,C,) to
study solonetzic arrl podzolic soils •d.th a view to defining
and namipg categories VI and V of these soils,

1956, Jul;f - Preliminary reoort on this trip,
1956, October - A renort dealing with Solonetzic soils, sent to
l"iestern members and to Ottawa,

- 7 1957, Janu,,.cy - Sec and report on Solonetzic soils circulated, and used
as i'rogress Renart on the classification of the Solonetzic
Soils of l}estem C:.nada, mimeographed 3nd circulated to
members of the }'.,S,S.C,

1957, June

-

Leeting of Jestem Section ii,S,S,C, at Vancouver,
Progress Report adopted, with added definition of solonetzic
B horizon.

Also first report on Chernozemic soils

presented -- definition of Chernozemic Al ~nd preliminary
definitions vf Brown, Dark Brc,wn, Black soils (Chernozemic
soils, Categ;ry V) adopted,

Above recorded in Report of the

l[eetings of the ::/estern Section, Natim1al Soil Survey
Coirmittee, Vancouver, June 1957.

1958, i:arch

- Second re :,art dealing with Chernozemic soils circulated
to ,vestern members,

1958, September - Reoort

1·0,

3 dealing with replies to second report,

The

replies revealed a wide range of opinion concerning the
definition of Chernozemic soils.

1958, September - Report

1,:0,

4 circulated.

This report suggested two

possible schemes (A and B) for classifying Chernozemic
and Solonetzic soils,

1958, November - Replies to Re,,ort i•'o, 4 i.'ldicated that

~

possible

schemes (A,B,C,D) should be considered,
This was the situation in the last week of i,:ovember, when it
bec&ire necessary to prepare a rep,,rt on the Chernozemic and Solonetzic
soils for this meet:ing,

-
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The Classification Problem
As already stated, two alternative schemes for classifying the
soils of the prairie grasslands were submitted to the western provinces
am to Jttawa,

The first four replies represented four alternative schemes,

which may be designated A, B, C, and D.

The final count indicated that

A was favoured by two groups, B by two groups, while C and D each received
support from one group,
It will be evident then that no clear directive was received for
presenting a classification scheme favoured by even a bare majority of the
regional groups concerned,

It is true that by taking account of seco!Xi

choices expressed by the groups, and by noting individual comments, some
changes might be made in the order of ::,reference given above,

However,

since all groups d:id not indicate a second choice nor were all individuals
represented in the comments, it was still impossible to state what
the ~.a.jority desired,
Faced with this situation, the following altern,,. tive suggestions
could be proposed:
1,

That we accept the point of view that we are not ready to establish
a final system of classification for the Chernozemic and
Solonetzic soils of Canada,

2,

That all four alternative schemes mentioned above be drawn up
an:i presented in full to the meeting,

3,

That the four schemes be presented in a brief outline and that one
selected scheme be presented in reasonably full detail,

Suggestion
be the best,

t,

9 -

o. 1 was not seriously considered, but it may well

Soils can be identified an:i described and used

in

without the aid of a final, detailed system of classification.

soil surveys
The latter

can be established when more is known about Canedian soils,
Suggestion i;o, 2 would seem to be the proper choice for this meeting,
except for two serious objections.

First, there would not be time to present

four classification schemes in detail and secure full discussion of each,
Second, we could end up in the sar.1e indecisive position as at present.
Suggestion to. 3 was therefore selected for presentation.

Thia

means that one of the classif~cation schemes would be presented and disposed
of - by acceptance or rejection,

If it was rejected one of the remaining

schemes introduced to the meeting might receive sufficient support to warrant
its acceptance.

Bef~re discussing a selected classification scheme in detail,

an outline of each of the four suggested schemes is given below.
Table 1 - Outline of Schemes A,B,C 1 and D for
Classifying the Chernozemic and Solonetzic Soila
Scheme A
Chernozemic Soils
Similar to 1955 definition in that the Order comprises soils
having chernozemic Ah but lacking distinct Ae horizons.

However, under

A,

all soils with solonetzic morphology are excluded.
Category 6 would be re-defined to make the above conditions plain.
Category 5 would not reauire revision,
Category 4 would lose all profiles w:.th solonetzic morphology · nd
perhaps some nrofiles now cl;c.ss.tfied es degrading types:

That is, all

-
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profiles with Ae or Bt horizons would be excluded,

(These horizons would

have to be def:ined),
Solonetzic Soils
Under Scheme A the 1957 definition of these soils would require
revision to permit inclusion of aJ.l soils with solonetzic morphology,
above change would affect Categories 6, 5, and 4,

The

(See iio, 4 Report, pp 2

and 3),
Scheme B
Chernozemic Soils
Similar to 1955 definition, but note the term "weakly-textured
B horizons" rw.y not cover all solonetzic, solodic, and degrading Chernozemic
profiles,

Hence Scheme B would require an agreement on the degree of Ae

development to be permitted in these soils.

Present definitions of

Categories 6 and 5 would require additions to indicate that Ae and Bt
horizons may occur (See c\io, 4 Report, pp 3 and 4),
Category 4 would not require revision,
Solonetzic Soils
Under Scheme B, no revision of the 1957 definition of these soils
is required,
Scheme C
Chernozemic Soils
This schcine would combine all soils presently classified in
Orders 1 and 2, or at least all those soils having chernozemic Ah horizons
and either coloured, structured, textural, or solonetzic B horizons,

-
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Categcry 6 would rec,uire revision.
Category 5 Group m,mes would remain, but the defi:,.::':.:'.ons would
be broadened.

Category 4 would require revision,
Solonetzic Soils
Under Sch9me C these soils would disappear as a distinct Order,
but would appear under their respective Great Groups of the Chernozemic
Order,

The grey wooded Solonetzic soils would presumably be placed in the

Podzolic Order.
Scheme D
Chernozemic Soils
S:imilar to the concept reauired for Chemozemic soils under Scheme A,
Hence Categories

6, 5,

and

4 treated as in Scheme A,

Solonetzic Soils
Similar to p:i-esent (1957) definition, arx:I therefore s:imilar to
concept required for Sche!ll9 B.

Hence no re·rision of present Solonetzic

soils required,
Leached Chernozemic (Bleached, Cla:ypan) Soils
A new order to take care of solonetzic- soils with Ae and Bt (nonsolonetzic) horizons.
clear.

Phce of Ah'~ Bt soils and Dark Wooded soils not

The above new Order will rec,uire new definitions to establish

Categories 6, 5, ':nd 4,
Di.scussion of Schemes A, B1 CI arx:I D
Table 1 gives in brief form the main features of each suggested
scheme and also indicates what changes in the present classification are

-
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required to establish a given scheme.

-

In this connection please note in the

Table the state;;ients indice.ting that certain categ.,ries do not re1cuire
revision,

This does not mean that the soils of such categories are not

subject to future revision, but only that no changes in our present definitions

are required to establish a given scheme,
The outline in Table 1 is intended to assist us in finding the most
satisfactory scheme of classification,

Any one of the suggested schemes

could be ado,ited and used, and to this extent would be satisfactory.

What

is desired is the best scheire we can plan at this time.
Table 1 should be used therefore to compare the different schemes

as to:
1,

Their suitability for establishing the most satisfactory
classification.

2,

The kind and amount of work required to define the major categories,
(At this point ,;r, ,'.oss asked for the opinion of the members on
two matters:
1 :

11

Halomorphic 11 or 11Solonetzic 11 as the name for order 2,

2 : \vhich scheme at this time was supported by the members,
en a ballot vote the results were as follows:
For Solonetzic
For Halcmorphic
For scheme A
II

II

II

II

C

II

II

D

B

Committee j,[embers
8
l

others
8
4

7

6

1
1
0

5

Total

16
5
13
6

2

3

0

0

Professor Rowles and l-lr, Kelley were not present when the
vote was taken and Dre, Ripley and Leahey did not vote,
A. L, )

- 13 The Cl,1ssification of the Chernozemic and
Solonetzic Soils according to Scheme A
The reasons for presenting the details of only one of the
suggested schemes have already been discussed,
of Scheire A requires further eXplanation.

The particular selection

The main reasons for preferring

Scheme A are listed below:
l,

It is considered to be the most logical and also the simplest
scheme from the stallipoint of teaching soil classification,
(The word te,,ching is used in the broadest sense to include
giving information to individuals who are not familar with
soil science, training student assistants, lecturing to V,L,A,,
assessntent staffs and s:imilar groups, and teaching formal
University classes),
Scheme A, from the above standpoint, presents a reasonable
separation of soils that reflect the dominant influence of climate
and vegetation from those in which other soil forming factors

have super-imposed other important morphological, chemical, and
physical characteristics on the soil profile,
2,

Scheme A fits the general concepts of world soils as represented
in much of the pedological literature,

Thus books and papers by

such nar12s as Glinka, de Sigmond, Robinson, Joffe, Kellogg, and
many others deal with the soils of the w,~rld in terms of chernozemic, solonetzic, podzolic, lateritic and hydromorphic groups,
So far as we know these groups represent the major soil forming
processes - hurnification (calcification if you prefer) solonization solodization,
podzolization, laterization and gleyzation, Despite differences

- 14 in terminology or :in the precise defi.rdtim, and place of individual
soil ty__oes, it seems reasonable to assume the.t t!:;:; r,'.:Jove conce:;ts
w:Lll remain in force,

If so it is most desirable that the

Cane.dian classification should not only satisfy our conditions
but should also agree with the broad concepts mentioned above,
In short it is submitted that Scheioo A is at le;,st as suitable
as the other scheJOOs for the major purpose of classifying our soils, and
su,:,eri~r in terms of ease of presentation, logic

and agreeioont with

prevailing c onceo0ts c,f world soils,
An outline of the classifice.tion, together with proposed definitions

of the various categories, is given below,

The original outline has been

revised to include changes agreed upon at F.dmonton,

Some changes proposed

by vari.0us groups since the meeting are also included, but ,Jther recent
suggestions will require further study and discussion and therefore are not
de&lt with in this re,lort,
Order 1 - Chernozernic Soils
Great Group

Sub-Groups

1,1 Brown Soils

1,11 orthic Brown
1.12 calcareous Brown
1,13 gleyed Brown

2,1 Dark Brown Soils

2,11 orthic Dark Brown

2.12 calcareous Dark Brown
2,13 degraded Dark Brown
2,14 gleyed Dark Brown
3,1 Black Soils

3,11
3,12
3,13
3,14
3,15

orthic Black
calcareous Black
wooded calcareous Black
degraded Black
gleyed Black

- 15 Ifote l - The wooded calcareous Black represents a dark coloured soil with
thin

o,

well developed Ah, and a calcareous, structured and coloured B,

occurring under forest vegetation.

Objections have been raised to

:including this soil in the Sub-Group, it being suggested that it should be
separated :in a lower category or transferred '•) some other Order.

The

3.13 soil is included here because it was presented at Edmonton where it
was apparently accepted - the main criticism there being directed to the
name used to identify it.
Note 2 - Salinization of the above soils will ordinarily occur in the gleyed
profiles.

It is suggested that salinized types be separated at the Family-

Series level, on the presence of sufficient salts to affect crop growth cmd
probably to influence native vegetation.
l.

Chernozemic ,.)rder

Soils with chernozemic Ah horizons, coloured or structured
(usually coloured and structured) B horizons, and C horizons of high
base status, usually calcareous.
tr.ay have

()-Ah,

A ca sub-horizon is usually present.

Ahe, A-B, B-C, Bg, Bsa horizons.

Imperfectly to well

drained soils developed originally under grassland vegetation.

liajor

processes, humification, 1,nd calcification (developinent of humus-mineral
surface horizon ,nd maintenance of high calcium status).
I;ajor profile types Ah, B, C. Ah, Ahe, B, C.

Ah, A-B, C.

Chernoze~.ic Great Groups

1.1 Br ::wn

- A soil with brownish Ah, lighter than 4.5 (Munsell colour);

a coloured and structured (usually prismatic or blocky) B horizon; a
lighter coloured ca horizon is usually present; the C horizon is also

-
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usually calcareous and usually neutral to alkaline in reaction,
1,2 Dark Brown -

A soil with a dark brownish Ah (values 4,5 to 3.5), higher in

organic matter and with somewhat thicker solum than that of corresponding
Brown soil.

otherwise Band C horizons are essentially similar to those of

the Brown soil descr:cbed above,
1,3 Black -

A soil with a very dark brown to black Ah horizon (value darker than

3.5), higher to much higher in organic matter, and with thicker s,;lum than that
of corresnonding Dark Brown soil.

Otherwise Band C horizons are essentially

similar to those of the Brown soils,
Chernozemic Sub-Groups
1.1 Brown
1,11

orthic Brown - a soil with brownish Ah horizon of granular to blocky

structure; a brownish, prismatic B, breaking easily to blocky aggregates or
colour B only; a light greyish ca, horizon is usually present,
1,12

calcareous Brown - a soil with brownish Ah horizon of granular to blocky

structure; a relatively thin, brown to greyish brown, prismatic B, with greyish
streaks and snots of lime carbonate; light coloured (grey to whitish), massive,
ca horizon,
1,13

gleyed Brown

- a brownish Ah (may be somewhat darker and thicker

than in 1,11), and may show some lighter coloured strea,ks; a brownish grey,
structured B horizon, with rusty, yellowish, light greyish streaks and spots;
lower B and C horizons c,lso mottled, and calcareous and frequently saline,
2,1 Dark Brown

Except for dark brownish Ah, similar to corresponding soils of Brown Group,

- 17 3,1 Black
3,ll orthic Black - a soil with dark to very dark (very dark brown to black)
Ah of granular to soft blocky structure; a brownish B of prismatic to blocky
structure or colour B only; a light coloured ca horizon is usueJ.ly present,
3,12 calcareous Black - a soil with dark Ah, chiefly of granular structure;
a relatively thin, brownish, prisma.tic B with greyish streaks and spots of
lime carbonate; a light coloured, prismatic to massive ca horizon,
3,13 wooded calcareous Black - a soil with very dark greyish Ao-Ah surface
horizon (unless destroyed by fire); a thick, dark greyish, blocky-platy to
granular structured Ah, usually containing free lime carbonate; a greyish to
yellowish brown, prismatic to very coarse blocky B, with lime carbonate;
light coloured ca horizon,

3,14 degraded Black - a soil with a thin O horizon; a very dark grey to
dark grey Ah horizon, with lighter greyish, leached, spots or bands (Ahe);
a brownish, prismatic to very coarse blocky B, somewhat finer textured than
A; a ca horizon is usually present,
3,15 gleyed Black - a soil with very dark Ah, which may contain some lighter
spots and streaks; a dark greyish, or greyish brown (sometimes black) B
horizon, with rusty, yellowish, and greyish streaks and mottles; lower
horizons mottled, calcareous, an:i may be saline.

-
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Order 2 - Solonetzic Soils
Great Group

Sub-Group

2.1 Solonetz-like
(Pseuio-Solonetz)

2.ll
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15

brown Solonetz-like
dark brown Solonetz-like
black Solonetz-like
dark grey wooded Solonetz-like
grey wooded Solonetz-like

2.2 Solonetz

2.21
2.22
2, 23
2.24
2,25

brown Solonetz
dark brown Solonetz
black soL,ne.tz
dark grey wooded Solonetz?
grey wooded Solonetz?

2.3 Solodized-Solonetz

2.31
2.32
2,33
2.34
2.35

brown Solodized-Solonetz
dark brown Solodized-Solonetz
black Solodized-Solonetz
dark grey wooded Solodized--Solonetz
grey wooded Solodized-Solonetz

2.4 Solod

2.41
2.42
2,43
2.44
2,45

brown Solod
dark brown Solod
black Solod
dark grey wooded Solod
grey wooded Solod?

2.5 Solodic

2,51
2.52
2,53
2,54

brown Solodic
dark brown Solodic
black Solodic
dark grey wooded Solodic?

Note 1 - It is considered doubtful if soils 2,24, 2.25, 2.45, and 2.54 can be
identified, or even be said to exist.

They are listed here as potential

profiles until the wooded Solonetzic soils are reviewed from the starrlpoint
of the proposed classification,
2 - Solonetzic Order
Soils with Ah or Ae horizons, hard to very hard, usually columnar
or prismatic Bt horizons and developed on saline parent materials or under the
influence of saline waters.

The B horizons usually show organic staining and

-
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surface coetings, and may conta:in more exchangeable sodium plus magnesium
than exchangeable calcium (solonetzic Bas defined in 1957),

In Solodic

profiles the Bis usually blocky structured,
Solonetzic soils may have

o,

Ahe, A-B, Bg horizons, and usually ca

am sa horizons are present.
Imperfectly to well drained soils of grassland or forest regions
under arid to sub-humid climates,

l,ajor processes desalinization, de-

alkalinization and degradation (break-down of original B horizon),
lir,jor profile types: Ah, B, C,

O, Ae, B, C,

Ah, Ae, B, C.

O, Ahe, B, C.

Ae, B, C.
Solonetzic Great Groups

2,1 Solonetz-like (pseudo-solonetz), - A soil with Ah or Ahe and absent to
very thin Ae, or with O and Ae horizons, and a hard, columnar or prismatic
Bt horizon, moderately acid to neutral in reaction,

The C horizon is

usually calcareous and slightly saline.
2,2 Solonetz - A soil with Ah horizon that is thin in comparison with the B,
a dark, very hard, columnar Bt horizon with surface coatings am organic
staining, and usually alkaline to highly alkaline in reaction,
horizon is usually saline and also usually calcareous.

The C

(If wooded

Solonetz is recognized, O horizon may be present),
2,3 Solodized Solonetz - A soil with a light coloured Ae horizon, (0 or Ah
may be present) and a very hard, white-capped columnar Bt horizon, with
surface coatings and organic staining, and ranging from acid to alkaline
in reaction.

The C horizon is usually saline and calcareous,
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2.4 Solcxi - A soil with Ah or Ahe horizon, a light coloured Ae horizon, thick
in comparison with the B, and of faint columnar structure with sharp

horizontal cleavage, and acid reaction; a hard, textural B horizon with
weak columnar or prismatic macro-structure (a remnant of the former
solonetzic B), and acid to neutral in reaction.

The C horizon is

usually saline and calcareous.
2.5 Solodic - A soil with Ah horizon, a somewhat lighter coloured Ahe or Ae
horizon, (sometimes an Ae-B horizon), a textural B horizon with blocky
structure or with faint columnar or prismatic outline, falling easily
into hard blocky aggregates.
be

Lower horizons usually calcareous and may

saline.

Note 1 - In the 1957 definition all Solonetzic soils had to possess solonetzic
B horizons which were characterized by the hard, structural, and textural
qualities listed above and the requirement that exchangeable Na ;- Hg
should exceed exchangeable Ca.

The latter characteristic is no longer

required since the objection was raised that chemical properties cannot
be determined in the field.
Note 2 - With reference to the solonetzic B - one having both morphological and
chemical characteristics as defined in 1957, - a solonetzic B will occur
in the Solonetz (2.2), in most of the Solodized Solonetz (2.3), and in

many of the Solcxi ( 2.4) soils.
Note 3 - ',Te need agreement on a name for 2.1.

11

Solonetzic 11 is alright except

for the fact that it is the term used for the Order.
been objected to, and pseudo-solonetz was proposed,
on this at Edmonton.

Solonetz-like has
No decision was taken

Solonetz-like has been used here until it or another

term is finally approved.

-
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Solonetzic Sub-Groups
The Sub-Groups of the Solonetzic soils are based on the recognition
of zonal features in each of the Great Group profiles,

To attempt a

descri ·tion of ee.ch Sub-Group soil would involve a great deal of repetition,
For each Great Group soil the various Sub-Groups possess similar profiles
except for the differences in zonal features,

For example, under Solodized

Solonetz soils the Sub-Groups consist of brown, dark brown, black, dark grey
wooded, and grey wooded Solodized Solonetz profiles, - all conforming to the
description given under 2,3, but differing in colour of Ah or in its absence
or the presence of a O horizon,
It should be noted that in general, and with particular reference
to the Brown and Dark Br0wn zones, the Ah horizons of Solonetzic soils are
somewhat lighter coloured than those of the Chernozemic soils.

There is also

a tendency in Solonetz-like and Solonetz soils for columnar structures to
extend into the A horizons,
Note 1 - No reference is made to gleyed (imperfectly drained) Solonetzic soils,
This is because it is necessary to specify the kind of Solonetzic profile as
well as the presence of poorly drained features; this can only be done by
listing a gleyed profile for each Sub-Group soil,

It is simpler therefore

to treat conditions of soil drainage as a Series and Family separation,

-
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Conclusions
At the conclusion of the Edmonton meeting it was agreed that the
proposed classification of Chernozemic and Solonetzic soils should be
circulated to the Western Section of the National Soil Survey Committee,
The western groups would study the classification and forward their comments
to H. C, Hoss, who would prepare a report for publication in the Proceedings
of the Edmonton meeting.
This plan was followed except that the present reµort does not deal
with all of the criticisms and suggestions sent in by the various groups
concerned.

It was found that some of the criticisms, if accepted, would make

it necessary to adopt some other scheme of classification.

In addition there

were e, number of different suggestions for dealing with the same problem,

Thus

it became apparent that further joint work would be required before a
classification system acceptable to the Committees could be established,
The present report therefore cannot

be

regarded as a final report,

but rather as a revised edition of the Preliminary Report (No, 5) presented
at Edmonton,
It is planned to prepare another report, dealing with the more
recent criticisms and suggestions, and to send it to the various groups in
Western Canada and lltt;.wa,

This should lead to a decision as to whether or

not a satisfactory classification of the Chernozemic and Solonetzic soils
is possible at the present time,

-
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Grey Wooded Soils
;'l\n, lldynsky

Two proposals were submitted to the Committee for consideration with
respect to the classification of Grey Wooded soils,

(he scheme followed

closely the separations in the 1955 submission while the other suggested
separations at the Category V level of the Dark Grey Wooded and Bisequa
Profiles,

The ensuing discussion indicated a reluctance to accept either

of the proposals and some of the definitions - especially those of "distinct",
"prominent",

11

orthic 11 , 2nd

11

bisequa 11 ,

The stalemate was broken by the

Chairman• s vde in favor of the 1955 sequence to permit a review of the subgroup separations and definitions,

The revised submission was again forwarded

to the Committee members for further suggestions and criticisms,

While there

is a lack of enthusiasm regarding some of the proposed names, the follcwing
are the descriptions of the kinds of profiles that may merit separation in
this group of soils and appear to be acceptable to the Western Committee:
Category V (Great Groups)

3.2

Grey Wooded
Under undisturbed conditions the soils of this group have an organic

surface layer (ll), a light colored eluviated horizon (A2 or

As),

and an

illuviated horizon in which clay is the main accumulation product (B2 or Bt).
These soils are formed under a forest vegetation in the cooler
portions of the North Temperate Zone, usually on calcareous parent material
and often have a drab grey to greyish brown colored solum,
an Ah or Ahe

and a transitional AB horizon.

base saturation,

They may have

The solum has a medium to high

-
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Category IV (Sub-group)
Orthic Grey Wooded

3.21

Soils w.:.th an O horizon, a well developed, light colored,

As

horizon and a textural B horizon (Bt).
They may have an Ah or Ahe horizon less than 2 inches thick and
some yellowish or rusty staining or mottles in the lower portion of the
horizon.

As

A transitional AB horizon is often present and the C horizon is

usually calcareous.

The soltm1 is often drab in color arrl has a medium to

high base saturation.
3.22

Dark Grey Wooded
Soils which differ from the orthic sub-group in having a thicker

(more than 2 inches) Ah or Ahe horizon.

The plowed A horizon will have a

darker color than that of the Orthic Grey Wooded,

The Ah horizon usually

has a Munsell color value of 2 to 3 while the Ahe horizon usually has a
iiunsell color value of 4 to 5.
The other characteristics are similar to those of the Orthic Grey
Wooded.
Gleyed Grey Wooded
Soils with the same general profile characteristics as the orthic
sub-group but with yellowish to rusty streaks or mottles in the major portion
of the

As horizon and in much of the B horizon due to periodic wetness. The

C horizon is usually calcareous but lll9.Y be saline.

3.24

Gleyed Dark Grey Wooded
Soils with the same general profile characteristics 2.s outlined

for De.rk Grey Wooded (3.22) but with yellowish to rusty streaks or mottles
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Ae

in the major portion of the
periodic wetness,

-

horizon and in much of the B horizon due to

The C horizon is usually calcareous but may be saline,

Suggested names:

11

Alto 11 Grey Wooded, Podzolized Grey

Wooded, Sequa Grey Wooded, Bleached Grey Wooded, (Titles not
acceptable and some doubt regarding the need of this sub-group,)
Soils with the seme general profile characteristics as those of the orthic
sub-group except that the

Ae

horizon can be subdivided into an upper horizon

that is much lighter in color, usually light grey to pinkish white, and a
lower horizon that is somewhat darker, usually pale brown to light yellowish
brown in color,
Suggested names:

Brunisolic Grey Wooded, Chromo Grey Wooded,

Brown Podzolic Grey Wooded,

(Titles not acceptable and some doubt

regarding the need of this sub-group,)
Soils with the sama general profile characteristics as those of the
orthic sub-group except that the Ae horizon can be subdivided into an upper
horizon that is much darker in color, usually brown to reddish brown, and a
lower horizon that is somewhat lighter in color, usually pale brown to light
yellowish brown.
Bisequa Grey Wooded or Podzol Grey Wooded
Soils in which a Podzol sequence of horizons occur within the
horizon overlying a textural B horizon,

Ae

The remaining portion of the solum

has characteristics similar to those of the orthic sub-group,

-
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The Podzol sequence consists of a light colored horizon (light grey
to pinkish white) and a dark colored horizon (brown to reddish brown).

This

upper sequum is usually underlain by and separated from the textural B
horizon by a pale brown to yellowish brown horizon.

The reaction and base

saturation of this sequum is usually somewhat lower than that of the Orthic
Grey Wooded Ae horizon,

Sub-Committee:
Wm, O:iynsky (Chairman)
J, D. Lindsay

T. W. Peters

-
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Report on the Classification of Brunisolic Soils
A, Leahey
Since there will be no committee report dealing with the classification of Brunisolic soils presented at this meeting your comments and
criticisms of the reports on this matter which appeared in the Report of the
Eastern Section, 'i,S,S,C, 1958 would be appreciated,

If you have no serious

objections I would ask for your formal approval of the reports dealing with
the Brunisolic order and the Brown Podzolic, Brown v,ooded, and Brown Forest
great groups.

The proposals regarding the Acid Dark Brown Forest and the

Concretionery Brown great groups have not been studied by committees of the
N,S,S,C, and hence I will not ask for formal approval of these proposals at
this meeting,
No serious objections were taken to the proposed classification of
the Brunisolic soils or to the definitions proposed for the order, great
groups and sub-groups,

However, as a result of the discussion the meeting

recommended the following changes in wording,
(1)

Change modal to orthic and imperfectly drained to gleyed,

(2)

In the definition of Brown Podzolic soils delete
the term

11

11

podzol 11 from

podzol Ae 11 ,

The following resolution was moved by H, C, Hoss and seconded by
W, L, Hutcheon:
"That the re art on the Brunisolic soils be adopted at this meeting
with reference to the oro.er, the Brown Forest, the Brown \'loaded and the
Brown ?odzolic great groups and the sub-groups of these great groups and
thet the British Columbia pedologists together with any other interested
parties submit any suggestions for redefining the Acid Dark Brown Forest and
the Concretionary Brown great groups if considered necessary by them."
This motion was carried unanimously,

-
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Classification of Regosolic Soils
L. Farstad
This is the first report of the sub-committee on the classificati.,n
of regosolic soils occurring in Western CEcnada.

The classes proposed and

their definitions need careful study to determine whether or not they are
appropriate throughout Canada as the suggestions in this report are based
very largely on regosolic soils found in British Columbia.
The proposals made in this report differ markedly from those made
at the Eastern Section meetings at Ottawa in February 1958.

There are several

reasons for this departure from the eastern viewpoint,
(1)

The present prooosah give

some weight to the zonal influences which

often can be detected in these soils,
(2)

The present proposa.1;3 provide

a more logical classification at the great

group and sub-group levels for the large number of regosolic soils which
occur in British Columbia than did the proposals made in former reports,
(3)

The present proposols adhere more closely to the principles of our
classification system than previous proposals,

That is

we

have used,

as far as possible,morphological features to classify these soils at
Categories 4 and 5 and

we

have relegated geological origin and nature,

as far as possible, to the three lower categories,

5.

Regosolic Order
Soils with little or no genetic horizon developnent due to the

nature of the parent material, age, climate or position,
Profile development is restricted mainly to the accumulation of
organic matter to form an Ah, Ahe or O horizon, to the translocation of lime
or soluble salts,

-
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t,ainly well, imperfectly drained and poorly drained soils (which are
not gleyed) developed under various climatic and vegetative conditions.
Profile types - Ah, C; Ahe, C; O, Ahe, C; O, A, C; O, C; and C,

5,

Regosolic Order

5,1

Great Group

Sub-Group

Pralithicit Regosol

5,11 Grey Brown

5,12 Brown
5,13 Dark Brown
5,14 Black
5. 15 Dark Grey
5,16 Saline
5,17 Imperfectly drained
5.2 Arbolithict Regosol

5,21 Calcic
5,22 Non-Calcic
5,23 Imperfectly drained

5,3

Regolithic Regosol

5,31 Regolithic
5,32 Lithosolic
5,33 Saline

5,4

Tundra

5 ,41 Nor-Tundra
5,42 Raw mark or Polygon

5,1 -- Pralithic Regosol
Soils with an Ah horizon generally over 2 inches thick which grades into
the parent material (C),
These soils are developed mainly under grass or grass-shrub vegetation,
5,11 - Grey Brown Sub-Group
Soils with an indistinct, grey brown, Ah horizon which grades into
the underlying parent material,
Indications are the organic matter content of the surface few inches
will be less than 2 per cent and the C/N ratio less than 10,

This sub-

group has been established to include the Desertic and Brown-Desert
intergrade soils in B, C,
U Pradera is a Spanish term meaning grasslani and Arbol means tree,

-
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5,12 - Brown
A soil with a brownish chernozemic Ah horizon which grades into the
the underlying parent material.

Essentially similar to the Brown Ah

horizon (1,1).
5,13 - Dark Brown
A soil with a dark brownish chernozemic Ah horizon which grades into
the underlying parent 11\"-terial.

Essentially similar to the Dark Brown

Ah horizon (2,1),
5,14 - Black
A soil with a very dark brownish to black chernozemic Ah horizon
which grades into the underlying parent material.

Essentially similar

to the Black Ah horizon (3,1).
5,15 - Dark Grey
A soil i;ith a very dark grey, dark grey or very dark greyish brown

Ah or Ahe which grades into the underlying parent material,

This sub-

group is included to cover those regosolic soils with a c;N ratio
greater than 13,5,

The A horizon is usually quite irregular,

5,16 - Saline
A soil containing soluble sclts in the Ah or Ahe horizon,
of salinity are suggested at the :ire sent time,
may belong here,

Ao limits

Some Solonchak soils

The saline surface horizon may be a distinguishing

feature in Category III,
5.17 - Imperfectly drained
A soil with a prominent dark colored Ah horizon which may show
brownish or yellowish streaks and spots which grades to a mottled
parent 11\"-terial which is usually calcareous,

-
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The Imperfectly drained and Saline Sub-groups were established
to cover the Regosolic soils sufficiently saline or imperfectly
drained to noticeably affect soil color and organic matter content
of the Ah horizons,

They usually occur on low-lying areas on ""t

alluvial and regosol soils with poor natural drainage,

5,2 -- Arbolithic Regosol
Soils with an O and an Ahe horizon which grades :hito the parent material,
These soils are formed or are forming under forest vegetation,
5 ,21 - Calcic
A soil with a thin ( < 6 11 thick) dark colored usually non-calcareous
Ahe surface mineral horizon that grades into the calcareous parent
material,
5,22 - Non-Calcic
A soil with a thin (2 to 4 11 thick) surface organo-mineral horizon
(A or Cl?) that grades into a parent material that is non-calcareous,
With reference to the A or Cl horizon - a surface organo-mineral
horizon having stronger color (usually one to two Hunsel units when
moist) and lower bulk density than the oxidized portion of the parent
material,
Sub-groups 5,21 and 5,22 represent an intermediate stage of development between a soil that is almost entirely C and the Brown Wooded or
Brown Podzolic,

The terms are not entirely sat.,sfactory,

5,23 - Imperfectly drained
A soil with a thin Ahe or mixed 0-Ahe less than 6 inches thick,
i"Iottling at or near the surface or in the sub-soil may occur,
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This sub-group consists mainly of i·ret alluvial and regosolic
soils having poor to very poor drainage ani occurring under forest
vegetation.
Groups 5.1 a:id 5.2 require furt½er st·.ld;)' so that differences
due to the forces of cli""1•1.te and vegetation will not be overlooked
or over-em,,hasized.

Further st:.1dy nay sho•.: that the uJmber of sub-

groups can be reduced.

For examr,le, the sub- 6 r0uo across the Brvwn

and Dark Br,,wn, or acr ,ss Dark Br:,wn and Black zones may be combined.

In the ccse uf contrastlng soil zones such a.s Brown and Black this
would not be advis;;ble.

5.3 -- Regolithic Reg0sol
Soils v1ithout definite horizon development other than an indistinct

u,

Ah or Ahe.

The O, ii.h or Ahe horizons ordinarily would not be used as d~fferentiating
criteria of the soil profile.

They are often discontinued ;•nd would not or

could not be sampled.

5,31 -

Regolithic

A soil developing from unconsolidated de· osits.

5.32 - ~ithosolic
A soil developing on rock, disintegratin 6 r.,ck, or materials consistb'1g

le.rgely of coarse rock frag:;,ents tha.t lack genetic horizons.

5.33 - Saline
A soil develo::•ing on recent or recs·1tl:r exposed saline parent n:aterials.

They rnay or may not have prominent s,.rface salt encrustations.
This class ws added to c~ver s'.:Jl.1e of the recent soils, such as lake
beds, marine cltys, etc., which occur in Brttish ColUlllbia.

5.4 --

Tundra

5.41 - !for-Tundra

5.42 -

Raw mark or Polygon Tundra,

- 33 Report. on Clr,ssification of Gleysolic Soils
.J, A, Ehrlich
6,0 Gleysolic ,.lrder
Soils with an O horizon (

< 12

inches thick) or with an Ah

horizon or with both, or without the two surface horizons but with some
orgHnic material dispersed thr:,ughout the mineral soil,

The subsoils

are t;leyed c.nd are dull colored but may have bri,:hter colored prominent

?aottles.
Soils associated with wetness,

They have developed under

various climatic rsnd veget"t:'ve conditions and :in the presence of a higher
or highly fluctuating 1-rater table,

The major soil f_ir:n.in;; process is

gleyzation,

6,1 '..eadow Great Group
Soils ,dth a dark colored Ah horizon more than 2 inches thick
which grades into a dull colored horizon or horizons which may or may not
show gle"'ing,

;.;ay have an O horizon net exceeding 12 inches in thickness,

In cultivated fields the O horizon m,,y become mixed with the
mineral soil and may becane indistinguishable from the iJ:i horizon,
These soils hr,ve developed under grasses, hedges and swampforests,
6,11 Ort.hie i,eadow Sub-Group
Soils ,-:ith a non-calcarec,us, dark colored Ah horizon which
grades into a dull colored horizon or horizons,
are usually calcare.,us,

Underlying materials

liay hc-ve an O horizon up to

.3 inches thick,

- 34 6,12 Calcareous Feadow Sub-Group
Soils with a c/lJ.careous, dark colored Ah horizon which grades
into a calcareous (not significantly saline), dull colored horizon or
horizons,

Eay have an O horizon up to 3 inches thick,

6.13 Si:.linc i-eadow Sub-Group
Soils with a dark colored Ah horizon underlain by a saline,
frequently calc,-.reous horizon or horizons.
inches thick,

May have an O horizon up to 3

Water soluble salts usually occur in the Ah horizon,

Salinity of this soil is sufficiently high to affect plrnts with a low
s,lt t,.>lerance,
6,14 Degraded !1ieadow Sub-Group
Soils with a de.rk colored hll horizon underlain by a mottled Btg
horizon.

An Ae sub-horizon may be ,,reseat in the lower !'art of the A

horizon.

,,.ay have an O horizon up to 3 inches thick,

6.15 Solc-netzic ;:eadow Sub-Group
Soils with a dark colored Ah horizon underlain with a mottled,
columnar or pri8lll8.tic Bg horizon.

:iay have an O horizon up to 3 inches

thick,
6,16 Peaty Eeadow Sub-Groupll:
Soils similar to the Orthic ,;eadow but containing 3 to 12 inches
of peat.
6.2 Dark Grey Gleysolic
This group of soils was not defined b - the :iestern Section,
iri:ead,,w soils other than the Orthic 1-eadow sub-group with 3 to 12 inches of
peat should be referred to as Peaty CLlcareous i0ieadow, Peaty Saline l-lead,u,
Pea.ty Degraded iieadow or Peaty Solonetzic icieadow,
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6.3 Gle:{sol Great Group
Soils with an O horizon less than 12 inches thick or without an
0 horizon grading into a str,,q,,ly gle;rod mineral horizon or horizons.

i•iay contain an Ah horizon up to 2 inches thick.

Fo noticeable eluvial or

illuvial horizons.
Developed under swa.JJ4=>-forest, heath or swamp vegetation.
6.31 Orthic Gle:.·sol Sub-Group
Soils with an ,l horizon less than 6 inches thick, a thin (< 2 in.)
or absent Ah horizon underlain by a strongly gleyed horizon or horizons.
6.32 Saline Gleysol Sub-Group
Soils with an O horizon less than 6 inches thick, a thin

(<2

inches) or absent Ah horizon underlain with a str,mgly gleyed

horizon or horizons containing :-mter soluble salts in sufficient
quantities to affect ;)lants :dth a low salt toler,cnce,

6.33 Peaty Gleysol Sub-Groupl't
Soils similar to Orthic Gleysol but containing 6 to 12 inches ·,f
peat.
6.34 Rego-Gleysol Sub-Group
Soils with less than one inch of peat or muck and without an Ah
horizon.

Some organic material in the f0rm of peat, muck, or organic mud,

may be dispersed through the mineral section.

Strongly gleyed mineral

soil occurs at or near the surface.

l'tSaline Gleysol soils with 6 to 12 inches of peat should be referred to as Peaty Saline Gle 0rsol.

- 36 6,4 Eluviated Gley Great Group
Soils >·rith an O horizon up to 12 inches thick, a thin (< 2 inches)
or absent Ah with a mottled gleyed Aeg horizon and a mottled gleyed
Bg horizon,

6.41

Developed mainly under swamp-forest.
(;·c,dzol) :!di: Gley Sub-Gr,mp
Soils with an G horizon less than 6 inches thick, a thin or
absent Ah horizon underlain with a bleached, strongly gleyed /leg
horizon and a strongly gleyed Birg horizon,
Development of Aeg mrl 3irg is weak,

It hP.s not been

established whether the develo;m-.ent 0f the Aeg is entirely due to
eluviation or in )]art due to bleaching,

J.iottling is more intense

in the Birg than in the Aeg,
t,,1;2 Peaty (Podzol)w Gley Sub-Group
Similar to 6,41 but containing 6 to 12 inches of peat,

6,43 (Grey Wooded)

JZil

Gley

Soils with an O horizon lees than 6 inches thick, a thin or
absent Ah horizon underlain with a strongly gleyed Aeg and a strc-ngly
gleyed Btg horizon.

6,44 Peaty (Grey Wooded)

flit

Gley

Soils similar to

6,43 but containing 6 to 12 inches of peat.

ttrerrns that are bracketed have not been accepted by the Western
Section but are used to indicate the soils being defined,

-
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Discussion on Gleysolic Soils
1.

hr. hoss favoured Hydromorphic or Hydrosolic to Gleysolic but the majority
of the group preferred retention of the term Gleysolic for wet soils.

2.

Criticism was directed at the inconsistency of the definitions on the respective thickness of the Ah horizons permitted in the Headow and Gleysol
soils.

Originally the definitions stated that the minimum thickness of

the Ah horizon in the Headow soils be 3 inches and the maximum thickness
in some Gleysol soils be 2 inches.

For the sake of consistency the group

voted 10 to 2 in favour of lowering the minimum thickness of the Ah
horizon in the lieadow soils to 2 inches.

3.

It was suggested that the degree of salinity in Saline Neadow soils be
expressed on the basis of

11

salts in sufficient quantity to affect plants

with a low salt tolerance".

4.

The need for Solonetzic Meadow soils was questioned, However after some
discussion the group decided to retain this soil in the classification
scheme for the present time.

5.

The use of peaty in the cl,•ssification of Gleysolic soils was discussed
at considerable length,

It was finally decided that Peaty Lendow would

refer only to a soil similar to Orthic Vieadow with 3 to 12 inches of
peat.

other Neadow soils with 3 to 12 inches of peat should be

referred to as Peaty Calcareous Meadow, Peaty Saline Headow, Peaty
Degraded Meadow and Peaty Solonetzic Headow.
6.

No revisions of definitions on the Dark Grey Gleysolic soils were made,
however the members questioned the need for this group of soils because
of the apparent similarity to the l,ieadow soils,

This matter was not

discussed in detail; most of the members felt that they were not
sufficiently familiar with this group of soils,

- 3$ 7,

Definition of the Gleysol Great Group was considered as cumbersome due to
the inclusion of Rego-Gleysol soils which do not have the main morphological
features of the other Gleysol soils,

Establishment of Rego-Gleysol soils

as a Great Group was proposed but this proposal was not generally accepted,
After considerable discussion it was decided to retain the Rego-Gleysol
soils 1U1Cier the Gleysol Great Group but some refinement of the definition
should be attempted,
$,

In the definition of Orthic Gleysol some discussion developed on the use

of layer and on the thickness of the O horizon,

It was generally agreed

that "horizon" should be used in place of 11 layer 11 and that the O horizon
should have a range of 1 to 6 inches in thickness,

Some members felt

the maximum thiclmess of the O horizon in this group of soils should be
the same as that which was specified for l!eadow soils,
9,

The need for Saline Gleysols soils in this scheme was questioned,Hcwever
after some members indicated that these soils exist, it was decided to
retain this type as a separate entity at the Sub-Group level,

10,

In the discussion on Peaty Gleysol, the members generally agreed that this

soil should be similar to the Orthic Gleysol containing 6 to 12 inches of
peat,

The Saline Gleysol soil containing 6 to 12 inches of peat should

be referred to as Peaty Saline Gleysol,
11,

The concept of Rego-Gleysol as defined by the Eastern Section was viewed
somewhat differently by the members of the Western Section.

Some

members of the Western Section felt that this defini.tion could include
some wet alluvial soils,

Several members stated that many of the old

lake-beds and sloughs have nore than one inch of organic mud or other

-
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organic material on the surface.

-

Dr. Stobbe stated that recent alluvial

soils should be classed as Regosols and those that are flooded periodically and contain a few inches of organic mud, muck, or peat should
be

12.

classed as Orthic Gleysols.

Eluviated Gley was suggested and accepted as an alternative term for
Podzolic Gley as a Great Group na.Jlll.

The terms Podzol Gley and Grey

Wooded Gley were not accepted by the group and no alternative names
found favour with the group as a whole,

It was decided that a conmittee

be chosen to study and select appropriate names for a number of questionably named soils in our present classification scheme.
J. A. ilcKeague

J. A. Barr

-
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Progress Report of the Iclineralogy of some C2nadian Soils

by J, E. Brydon
Profiles of several of the represent2ti ve soils of the Gre,,t
Soil Groups have been obtained as follows:

British Columbia.

Concretionary Brown

Albeni
Watkb

Alberta

Brown

Maleb

Black

Antler

Podzol-Gray Wooded

Lobloy

Blc.ck

Oxbow

Gr&y Wooded

Granville

Quebec

Podzol

Arc.go

New Brunswick

Podzol

Holmesville

Nova Scotia

Podzol

B2rney

Manitoba

The number of horizons sampled varied somewhat depending upon the
m,ture of the profile.
was calcareous.

Only one C horizon sample was taken where the materinl

In the podzol proi'il0s where fragipan formation was

suspected, several s2.rnpl2s were taken below the normal B horizon to ensure
as far as possible that the col'!plete zone of soil development was included.
Analysis of the three podzol profiles is now in progress.

-
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Physical Analyses for Soil Surveys

C, A. Rowles,
Depe.rtment of Soil Science,
The University of British Columbia,
Vancouver 8, Canada.
When the Subcommittee on Chemical and Physical An,::lyses of the
National Soil Survey Committee was sep2rc~ted in 1955 into Chemical ond
Physical subcommittees, the first action taken by the Physicc.l group w:2s to
prepare a questionnc.ire c.nd distribute it to the C2.nadic.n 12.boratories doing
physical analysis work,

The quecstionnE,ire 2sked for miswers to 14 questions

relntive to the followi_ng throe topics:
1.

What physic:il anc.lysos were being me.de ,,nd recomc,1,mded?

2,

V.'hat physical methods of c.nc·.lyses were being used e.nd recorrmended?

3.

1'/h,ot physic2.l analyses eend methods should be used for soil survey

purposes?
The response to the questionnc'.ire was very good and formed the l'asis
for the Subcommittee I s report at the Third Conference of the N2.tion,c.l Soil
Survey Commit tee, Saskatoon, 1955,

The firs-c section of this report consisting

of 13 pages dealing mainly with recommend,\tions was published in the Conference
report.

The remaining section of 30 p,".ges dealing with methods of analysis

wees not included Md received lilr.ited distribution to the labor2.tories that
had cooper2cted,
The published section of the report contained recorrnnend2ti0ns

relc'..tive to such things as methods of mechanical ano.lysis, expression of
mechanical o.nc,.ly:3is results, soil separat8s, soil cl. .sses and the textural
0

triangle.

The report also drew attention to the need for more physical

analyses cend mentioned, in ,addition to mechanical analysis, the following
determinations As being particularly appropriate from which to make
selections for survey work.
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1) Bulk density

2) Soil moisture constants such as .1 atmosphere percentage,
1/3 atmosphere percentage, moisture equivalent, field capacity
2.nd permanent wilting percentage.
3) Total, macro and rcicro porosity.
4) Hydraulic conductivity.
5) Atterberg lL'nits.
Since 1955 there hoes not been a national meeting of the subcommittees.
However, at the \vGstern c.nd Eastern Section Meetings, discussions relative to
physiccel anelyses were held.

In Vancouver, Mr. Earl Bowser, Edmonton, end

Dr. Lyle T. Aloxander, Beltsville, discussed permeability and hydraulic
conductivity 2.nd problems of sempling end meo.surement.

At the Eo.stern Section

meetings Dr. Natthews of Guelph was the principal contributor and drew
attention to the fact that despite the recommendations made in 1955, little
had apparently been accomplished with resnect to additional physical analyses
on soil survey samples or the testing of the Subcommittee I s recommendations

with respect to nechanical analysis.
Dr. Hat thews statced that the Cammi t tee should m2.ke a c oncertad
effort to promote:
1) the development of methods for measuring availr·.ble moisture, field
capcteity cmd permeability of soils.

2)

tho use of these methods to characterize each soil family and
eventually oach soil tY?e,

Dr. i-:,,tthews also suggested that the Committee recommend that bulk
density measurements bo made on all profiles that are to be analyzed for total
chemical or mineralogical content.
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In the discussion the meeting seemed to agree that the me2surement
of soil moisture 2nd aeration directly would be very desirable 2nd that the
development of il'lproved methods for mecesuring avail2ble moisture, field capacity,
?nd permeability of soils should be encouraged,
The meeting 1lgreed th2t

11 an

outline of the methods of physical c,nr,lysis

should be prepared o.nd that an evaluation of the different m:3thods, (where r.1ore
than one method is available) should be included in the outline",

At a joint

meeting with the National Soil Fertility Committee it w2.s suggested that a
subcommittee from the two natfonal comr,ittees should be assigned the jot of
preparing the outline of methods.
Since it was not possible to convene a. i,,eeting of the Subcommittee
for the present Western Section Conference, it was dee ided to prepare "- short
report on physiec.l cinalyses and d;:ring the Conference c:c.11 an informal meeting
of e.11 those attending who were particulD.rly interested to discuss it,
The report was prepared e.nd hc.s been informa-lly discussed under two
headings:
1) the 1955 report and recommendations

2) physical analysis for soil survey purposes
The criticisms, comments r,nd suggestions of all those members who
attended the informal meeting are gratefully acknowledged.
The 1955 Reuort and Recomm,md~tions
As has been pointed out previously, very little has been c.ccomplishect
with regard to Recommendection 1 of the 1955 report which reconm1ended that more
emphasis be placed on physical analyses; or Recowmendation 4 (part 3) that the
reference samples distributed by the National Soil Survey Committee be tested
ngain to check the proposals with respect to methods of mechanical analysis,

-
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These two matters are related, a,s both require labor, .tory facilities,
0

staff, and time, all of which are at a premium,

No further suggestions 2re

offored with respect to them 2t this time.
A further matter ecrising from the 1955 report is thr.t of methods of

analyses.

Since tho Subcannnittee 1 s compilation of methods and its comments on

them could not be distributed as pnrt of the 1955 report because of their length,
this information was not ecvailable to all members of the N2tio1e2.l Soil Survey
Committee.

However, if ,_a.s h2.s been suggested, a joint subcommittee on physical

analyses is formced with the National Soil Fertility Committee, this unpublished
section of the 1955 report, together with the report compiled by Sylvia J.
Bourget entitled

11 Soil

Physic8l Properties, their Definition, Importance and

Hethods of Determinati.on, 11 should form a good starting point for the joint
committee.
Selection of Physical Annlyses for Soil Surveys
A definition and understanding of the purpose or purposes for which
physical 2.nalyses arc included as part of the soil survey opercction is basic
to o.ny discussion of the selection of physical analysc:s fJr soil surveys,

Thc,scc

objectives may be summarized as follows,
1)

To help characterize soils eo that they mny be placed in o. nationwide
system of soil classification at the type, series, family, or higher
categoric levol.

In this rege.rd it should be noted that in cigronomic

and engineering cla.ssifications, physic,cl properties and analyses arc
particularly useful.

Therefore, with a growing use of the soil family

concept, the iJnporto.nce of physicill nn2.lyses rc,iy be expected to incrense,

2)

To improve our understanding of soil genesis and the processes that
go on in soils.

3)
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To characterize soils with respect to their behaviour so that the
most useful interpretations may be made of soil maps.

For example,

as the use of supplementary irrigation increases there will be an
increasing need to provide information on soil moisture relationships,
permeability and infiltration rates for the mapped soils.

S:in1ilarly,

with the growing use of soil survey maps and reports by highway 3.nd
p,1blic works engineers, there is a growing need for more physic el
analyses relative to mechanical behaviour, consistency, and
hydraulic conductivity.
It is obvio\ls that the physical analyses selected b: the soil survey
0

should satisfy these objectives,

It also follows, that the most desirable

physical analysis to select in a particular survey will depend upon whether
it is desired to have the analyses meet equally well the three objectives or
whether one or perhaps two need to receive special emphasis.
There are, of course, many other factors besides the survey objectives
that must be taken into consideration in selecting physical analyses and the
following are some of the more important of these.
The experienced soil surveyor has great skill in evaluating and
classifying physical properties in the field by mecns of careful observation
and hand tests,
fact.

In fact, tho whole soil survey operation is ba3c,c_ upon this

At the same time the survey recognizes the necessity of having these

field observations correlated and checked by more quantitative laboratory
analyses.

Selection of the laboratory analyses, therefore, should be made to

supplement end strengthen field observations.

In many instances the surveyor's

field evaluation :Ltself may be sufficient without further laboratory work.

-
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It is also well known that certain physical properties are related and
correlated with one or more other physic al properties.

For example, from

mechanical analysis data it is possible to predict with some reliability a
good deal about moisture, mechanical and consistency relationships of the soil.
Therefore, selection of such an analysis will usually be desirable on the basis
of the amount of information it provides.

In ,, similar manner, selection of

certain combinations of an2lyses may be oarticule.rly desirable in providing
basis for prediction or calculation of other physical propertj_es.

A good

example of this would be the collection of samples for the determination of
bulk density following the adjustment of the field moisture to the field
capacity.

In this case the additional estimation of the permancmt wilting

percentage and real density permit the porosity, 2-ir c2-p2-city, 2,nd available
moisture storage canacity to be calculated also.
Another factor that has an important bearing on the selection of
analyses is the fact that the results of certe-in physical 2-nalyses are markedly
affected by such variables as season, date of sampling, soil moisture content
and previous treatment.

Aggregation, porosity and hydraulic conductivity are

examples of analyses in which this is true.

Therefore, although these analyses

are very important, special ss.mpling arrangements :md prece-utions must be taken
if they are to to used mod this wi_ll influence their selection,
Closely related to this sampling problem is the fact that for certairc
physics,,l analyses a gre:,t many repliccctes are required in order to obtain

2

reliable estimate of the physical property.

Hydraulic conductivity estimated

using undisturbed soil cores is an example.

Selection of such an an~-lysis

though necessary for certain soil survey objectives, would not be justified
for all.

-
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Finally, in selecting physical e.nalyses, there is always the question
of laboratory space, equipment, staff and timo to Cc'.rry out the tests.

This is

a more important factor in s~~e surveys than others but there is always the
tendency to select and complete only the analys0s for which these items are

easily available.
In view of all these factors it is evident that what the soil survey
has usunlly done is c Ol".plete :end publish as many reliable analyses of the more
useful e.nd permanent physic,cl properties as facilities :,nd time permit and hope
that they meet, in pc,rt :it least, the mc1jor objectives of the survey,
At the sJJno -Lime it is cl%r from its published recommendations that
the soil survey has recognized the need to complete more physicc.l anctlyses than
it is now doing.

With this in mind it is suggested that the survey set as a

minimum objective the completion of Gnelyses for at least the physic cl
characteristics included in Table las follows - mechanical composition,
bulk density, porosity, and the upper and lower limits of the avc1ilable
moisture range and the interpretation and calculation of other properties
from these.

Attention is also directed to the analyses included in Table 2

which should be utilized whenever justified and possible.
Tables 1 c,nd 2 were prepared with the objectives and factors listed
above in mind ,md they c,re recommended on the basis thc:ct they will be used in
the same manner.

Mechanical analysis is listed first because it measures cm

important, relatively permanont property which may be used to predict several
other properties Dnd most laboratories are eq,iipped to perform it.

However,

mechanical composition may be determined by the field surveyor with considerable
precision c,nd full advantcige should always be taken of this f2ct to keep
laboratory estimation to a minimum.

- 48 Bulk density is plRced second in the table because of its importance
as a soil cha.racteristic and because it is necess2.ry in order to make many other
calculations including the expression of chemical and physical analyses on a
volume, dei:.th or ·:,ound per acre basis.

Bulk density is the only test included

among those listed in Table 1 that is norrr~lly significantly affected by the
variables discussed above such as soil moisture and treatment.

HoHever, several

of the analyses included in Table 2, i, e,, moisture retained at very low
tensi 'Jns, hydraulic conductivity, dispersion ratio, and aggregate anal:1ses are
affected by these things and in all these, special precautions must be taken
to keep their effects to a minimtnn,
The effect of previous treatment may be keot to a minimum by sa1"pling
from virgin, undisturbed sites,

l'ihere such sites are not available, special

precautions must be taken when using these tests to characterize or compare
soils,

The effect of different treatments on mapped soils might be predicted to

some degree but if more detailed information is needed it should normally be left
for subsequent soil research,
Seesonal effects ::wy be miniw.ized by collecting sam;-,les for analysis at
the same time each year, i,e., at the beginning, middle, or end of the field season.
Control of the effects of soil moisture nresents special !)roblems,

In

the case of bulk density it is reco,nnended that samples on which it is determined
be at field capacity.

This will mean that the samnling must be done after a

heavy rain or artificial irrigati'.ln following ,-,hich the soil ha.s been covered
and the downward flow into unsaturated soil h, s become small.

However, the

extra effort involved will be more than compenseted for by the fa.ct that the
bulk density determine.tion will be made at a standard reproducible moisture
content and several important additional properties may be determined at the
sa.JJE time.

Thus, the same sam.:les may be used to determine field moisture

-
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capac.ity and if total porosity is calcul,".ted 2lso, the air cape.city of the
soil.

Sampling at ffold capacity for the other analyses included in Table 2

would have similci.r advant2.ges.

Two methods for estimating bulk density are recommended in Table 1.
Of the two, the first mentioned using soil cores is much more ccnvenient and
sattsfactory.

In this method a core is forced into the soil to enclose sample

of known volume.

The sample so enclosed is either trm1Sferred to the 1,, bor,tcry

in the ccre or emptied into another container for shipmbnt in bulk,

The second

method is recommended bec,,use there are soils which are too hr.rd c.nd stony to be
sampled with cores.

In these soils it is recomuended thct bulk density be

estimc:ted by removing the soil from a hole; the volume of the hole is subsequently
measured and the soil removed trcensferred to the laboratory in bulk.

The

estimation of bulk density and field capacity by either method requires that
provision be made for the determinction of the moisture content of the field
soil e.t time of sampling,
Total pore space is included along with bulk density in Table 1 and
it is recommended that this be calculated using the real density determined or
estimated for the same soil.

And further, although it is not mentioned in the

table, the air capacity of the soil may then be calculated from the total
porosity and moisture at field capacity.
The third group of tests included in Table 1 are recommended to
chare.cterize the upper limit of the available soil moisture r, .nge.
0

The three

tests are all well known as well as cre their limitations and it is recomand
mended that the results be expressed on 2. volume/ where desire.ble, a deoth basis.
The final two analyses in T2.ble 1 are recommended becF,use they definG
the lower limit of the avdlable soil moisture rcenge,

Any of the three methods

-
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mentioned should be satisfactory and selection mD.y be on the be.sis of convenience
and preference.
Although not mentioned in Table 1, it is evident that with the lower
and upper limits of the available soil moisture range defined, the total
avuile.ble moisture storage capacity of the soil should be calculated.
The analyses listed in Table 2 have been separated from those in
Table 1, not because they are less important or less useful.

However, the

information they give is more related to specific or special ~urposes and
therefore they have not been included with the minimum analyses required for
general survey work.
The additional soil moisture tension determinations recommended in
Table 2 are particularly valuable where a more complete evaluation of soil
moisture availability is desired, for example, in controlling irrigation to
obtain lllc=imum crop yields.

In some cases, measurements at even lower moisture

tensions using undisturbed soil samples are -~lso desirable, p"-rticularly where
porosity ani permeability are important.
Hydrau.lic conductivity measurements are very important in soils where
drainc'.ge is a factor or problem end they greatly help in the utilization of soil
maps under these conditions.

The analyses may be made with undisturbed soil

cores, disturbed samples, or in situ in the field.

The choice of method will

denend upon the circumstances and problem, although it should be noted that with
undisturbed soil cores the individual core variability is high and many
determinations are needed to give a relia.ble estimate.

Also, special pre-

cautions are needed in collecting soil cores and preparing disturbed sam~les.
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The dispersion ratio and aggregate analyses tests are reconnnended for
use in special circumstances when a more qu2.ntitative measure of structure or
aggregation is needed.

In both analyses, special precautions must be taken

in collecting and preparing natural undisturbed soil samples as season, moistur,,
content, and treatment have a marked effect upon the results.

The dispersion

ratio is recommended for routine soil survey purposes because it is more
convenient and rapid and the results are adequate for most purposes,
The final speci.al analysis recommended in Table 2 is the Atterberg
limit test,

This test is very importa.nt to the soil mechanics engineer and

is used in the engineering classification of soils.

The main purpose of the

test, therefore,would be to increase the value of soil survey maps to the
highway and public works engineers.
There are, of course, many other physical anaJ.yses that have not been
included in these discussions ~-nd under some circumstances some of these may
take precedence over those included,

Preparation and use of thin sections

would be an example.
In conclusion, it should be noted that. although certain suggestions
and recommendations for the selection and use of analyses have been offered,
the final choice must rest with the surveyor.

This is because the major

objectives as well e.s the circumstances of surv,,;/s differ and, therefore,
so may the choice of analyses,

However, it is hoped that the reconnnended

minimum number of physic2l analyses will always be reached or surpassed in
future surveys.

-
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RECCMMENDED MINli'Illl':f PHYSICAL ANALYSES FOR SOIL SURVEYS

Analysis

Purpose for which the
analysis is most useful

Method

Type

A,

Mechanical

B.

Bulk Density (g;rj Soil genGsis and processes
oc)
Total Pore Space(;£) Soil classification
Utilization of soil maps

Soil cores or
Excavations

C,

Field Capacity

Amount of water Natural soil
remaining in a
well drained soil
when the velocity of
downward now into
unsaturated soil
has become small.

1/3 atmosphere
percentage

Soil cl£•.ssific at ion
Soil genesis and processes
Utilizdion of soil me.ps

Classification, utilization
of soil maps

Moisture equivalent

D,

15 atmosphere
percentage
Permanent wilting
percentage

Classification, utilization
of soil maps

See N.S,S.C.
Recommendations
1955

Bulk

Natural s)ils
at or close to
field capacity

Pressure pot

Bulk

Moisture equivalent centrifuge

Bulk

Pressure membrane

Bclk

Sunflower or
Dessicator

Bulk

-

TABLE .2
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ADDITIO!~AL ,\NALYSES llliC0:,2£NDED FrJR l•l'lRE SPEC Ic'IC PUR'. 'CSES

Analysis

Special Purpose

1.

Additional s0il moisture tension
VP,lues, i.e., .1, l r.nd 3 atmospheres percentages

ClRssification, use of soil mo,ps,
irrigati"n

.2.

Hydraulic conductivity ins./hr •

Dre..inage, irrig-,,_t ion.

3. Disnersion ratic or

4,

fa.ggregate enc.lysis (wet sieving)

Clo.ssificat: on, utiliz, .tion of
soil me,ps,

Atterberg limits, (upper po.rticul2.rly)

For engineering classific tion

0

0
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Soil Horizon Nomenclature
A. Leahey
Owing to the absence from the country of the Cha::.rman of the
:sub-committee on Soil Horizons no L,rrna.l report will be presented on this
topic.

However, I did hold an informal evening meeting with ;,.essrs.

Pratt, Clayton, Ellis, Peters, Sprout and Hortie to discuss certain aspects
of the problem of soil horizon nomenclature and,as the result of our discussions,
we wish to present the following resolutions for your consideration:
1.

That in technical com~unications between ourselves, such as the

Proceedings of this meeting, the connotative system should be used
providing the symbolic letters are used as defined in the 1955
and 1957 reports of the Nctioral Soil Survey Committee.
2.

That in printed reports the symbolic letter system may be

used providing the letters are ,Jlaced in brackets after the present
letter and number designations and r.lso providing the symbolic letters
are used ?.s defined jn the 1955 and 1957 reports of the N2.tional Soil
Survey Co~Jnittee.
3.

That the Committee on Soil Horizons be reactivated with enlarged

personnel with the object of:(a)

Completing a revievr of opinions in each province regarding the
merits of the symbolic letter system before the start of the
1959 field season.

(b)

To study the desj.rability of arr:Lving at a symbolic letter system
to designate the horizons of eBch Great Soil Group in a
connotative manner,
After a brief discussion these resolutions were carried,
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Iuring the discussion the following points were brought out:(a)

The symbolic letter designations were being used
in most of the reports on soil classification and the
intent of Resolution 1 was to bring this practice
formally to the attention of '.,he Western Section fur
approval or disapproval,

(b)

Sor~e pedologists had requested authorization to use
the symbolic letter designations in published soil
survey reDorts.

The purnose of Resolution 2

We.CS

to

obtain the views of the Western Section on this matter.
The Western Section by passing this resolution gavP. only
qualified approval to the symbolic letter designations
at the present time.

The Western Section of the National

Soil Survey Committee does not advocate this change, in
horizon designation but if a pedologist wishes to use
the new system he may do so without incurring the disapproval of the Committee providing he follows the
restrictions noted in the resolution.
( c)

It was pointed out that the entire scheroo of symbolic
letter designations needed thorough study by the National
Committee on Soil Horizons particularly from the viewpoint
of preparing careful 'Ind accurate definitions,

While

this duty was not specifically mentioned in Resolution
3, it is one of the ur,;ent matters awaiting the Committeelc
attention.

The intent of Resolution 3 (b) was that this

specific point should be kept in mind when definitions wer,:,
being prepared.
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Bushess Hatters
A. Leahey

In order to implement resolution Ja mention in the report on soil
horizon nomencL,tvre I appointed myself as acting chairman of the oubcommittee cm soil horizons and appointed Mr. H. C. Moss and Dr, P. C. Stobbe
to be additional members.

Hence the personnel of the enlarged sub-

committee are: Bowser (Chairman) Baril, Viillette, Hoss and Stobbe.

The

survey mentioned in resolution Ja was completed during the winter months and
a memorandum on the results of the review was sent to all members under date
of Hay 6, 1959.

(The field season probably started a little late this year.)

The Western Sections of the National Soil Survey Committee and
the National Soil Fertility Corrurittee gave full support to the suggestion
made by the Eastern Sections of the two committees that a ,ioint committee be
set up to prepare an outline of the methods of physical analyses and an
evaluation of these m3thods wherever possible.

Such a joint committee was

established with the following cnembers:
Nominees of the National Soil Survey Committee:
Professor C. A. Rowles, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B,C.
Professor B. C, Mathews, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont,
Nominees of the National Soil Fertility Committee:
Professor W, L, Hutcheon, University of Saskatchewcn, Saskatoon, S;IsK.
Dr, J, J, Doyle, Rese2.rch St:ction, Fredericton, N. B,
Chairman (Selected by the chairman of the National Soil Survey Committee
and National Soil Fertility Committee)
Dr. H, J, Atkinson, Research BraJCch, Canada Department of
Agriculture, ot tawa,

57 Soil F&ccilie s in Manitoba
L, E, Pr2.tt
The first attempt at grouping !-12.nitoba soils into Families wc,s
started during the winter of 1956-57.

These efforts revealed the need for

some field inspection of certain soil units in i",he older map areas before
this first approximation could be conpleted.

This work was done during the

summer of 1957 and a preliminary report on Soil Families in Southern Vianitota
was prepared for the First T-Ianitoba Soil SciencR Meeting, held in Decenber
of 1957,

Copios of this report are available upon reouest,
The first problem to be faced 11hen considering the establishment of

soil families, in an arec~ such as Nanitobct where nearly all of the survey work
has been done at the o.ssoci0,tion level of classiflc2tion, is the definitior~
c_1.nd nan1ing of soil series.

After considerable thoug!lt and discUE.i 3ion, it w2-s

decided th11t only the dominant series of each association was sufficiently well
known to be adec;uately handled :L, this first attempt at fanily r;rcuning,
most associations, the dominc-nt series is the well-<ir11ined member.

In

Eowever,

some associations are dominar;tly imperfectly drained and, j_n others, large
areas of poorly drained soils h2d been senarated during reconnaissance me.pp inc .

In these cases, the imp8rfectly and poorly drained series were al so grouped
into tentative far.d.lies,

Since this first attempt at family p·ouping hes bw,n

completed, we have considGred expanding the classification to include cell the
soil associates (or series) that have been recognized in the province,

Such

a classification would be ve'r'J tentative, due to the nature of the units we
would be handling, bit would be valuable in the future when soil series were
being established and correlated,
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While atterrpting to grouD the dor.,ina.nt series of each association
into families, we encountered many ,,ssocia.tion units in which the soils of
one drainage member had to be divided into two or more families.
not unexpected.

This was

It usually resulted from either too wide a texturc,l range

having been allowed in the association or from h'lVing soils of more than one
sub-group in the same drainage category of an association.

Where these

variants occurred they were considered as separate units and placed into
different families.

This experience illustrates one of the i-1nportant uses

of soil family grouping.

That is its value as a check on previous field work.

In the preliminary report on soil families presented to the l!Mitoba
Soils Group, the soil units classified into families were named accortling to
the ns,minG system used in the various published Soil Survey Reports.

While

this presented difficulties, due to some conflicting and overlapping
terminology used in different re:,orts, it was considered necessary if the
classification was to receive trial use by other agricultural workers.
In the future, as these soil units 2.re established as defined series their
series names will be entered in the family classification.

The tentative

soil families ths.t were established were named according te1 the dominc:nt
soil or soils they contained.

If all the soils in the far.1ily were developed

on one type of parent material (for example, lacustrine deposits) then the
fe,mily was cc.lled b;r the name of the dominant series.

If the fc1nily contained

soils developed on boulder till anrl soils developed on lacustrine sedi.'llents,
two series names were used tJ indicate this ran 6e,

While this system of

naming may not be the best, it was thought th21t using the two names for
fa'llilies including soils developed on two tynes

;)f

narent material would help

to convey the family concept to local users ,:,f this information.
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The soil families est2.blished in this first grouping were used as
a basis for compiline a Generalized Soil M,>p of the surveyed portion of
southern Eanitob<".,

This m:,,p was drafted at the scale of l inch equals

4

miles,

The map urtits comprise asscciation areas in which the dominant associates
belong to the same soil far,1ily.

While this map can not strictly be called a

soil fam:Uy map it has heen very usBful in instructing interested persons i__r1
the concept of soil families.

It :,lso has provided the best generalized soil

mo.p of the agricultural portion of the province that we have obtained to date.
The criteria used for far..ily sepa.rations in ~knitoba have not been
rigidly defined.

We are dee.ling with associates of associations on which t. 11e

information is inco@Jlete ,,nd varied.

The degree of variability of many soil

chccracteristics within associ.atiori_s ~as varied in different 12.ndscape c_-i,reas of
the province c·nd with the stage of mapping experience.

Precj.se measurements

of soil permeability or infiltratjon rate hc•ve not been made and, therefore
cannot be used as family criterio..

The criteria that were used were adopted

fro1:1 the United States system as outlined ir the Soil Survey Manual and other
publications.

In a general way, these are the sane as the crit0ria used for

series separations but 1,r_i_th broader J.js1its of v2riability.

Specificslly these

criteria are: texture., drain;-1.1:;e, permeability, consistence ;ind, in some cases,

che!lllcal composition of the pcirent material.

The mode of deposition of the

parent mnterial is not criticc,l i'.nd topography .,md stoniness are used to
separate phases within the soil families,

These critcaria, when ;;.pplied to

soils wj_thin the s,~me sub-group, seem to yiel0. useful soil f21llily groups.
The soil textural classes outlined in the United Stc,tes Soil Survey

NE:.nual were used in this 1:1ork,

These c:1.re: coErse, moderately coarse, medium,

moderately fine, ar•d fine textured soils,

Generally, a range of two complete
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classes or one complc,te class c.nd one-half of each adjoining class was 2llowed
in a soil family.

The drainage clc1-sses were the same as those adopted by the

N,cetional Soil Survey Committee.

T·he drainage variation aLi.u-"v0. ,;ithin a

family is usually controlled ty the drainage requirements of the sub-group
classes,

Soil permec.bHity w.·,.s oxpressed in relative terms of percoL1tion

rates as defined in the United States Survey Mcmual.
slow, slow, mediUI'.l, rapid and very rapid.

These are: none, very

A range of two classes was allowed

within a soil faLcily, but this criterion we.s not found to be very useful after
texture and overall drainage had been co:1s.idered.

Soil consistence was

expressed in the n,oist 2n:i dry ste.tes by me,,ns of the terms outlined by the
Nc,tional Soil Survey Committee.
family separations.

Consistence d:id not olay an important role in

It might be of import2.nce when considering soils developed

on different tynes of clay.

The chemical. composition c,f the oarent material

was used me.inly in respect to lime content.
In our fj_rst attempt at this work we used a card systeu of compiling
data on each soil unit.

When completed the cards were arrc,nged according to

sub-groups and then compared for tentative groupings into soil fctmilies.

The

soil families arrived at in this manner were then reviewed from ,•. soil
management viewpoint.

Using this system we established about 60 soil fami:ies

which include 180 soil series.

The ratio of soil series tu families would

increase if all the associates of e c:ch associection were included in the
class ific:,tion.
While it seems desir:•.ble that we develop more, spocj_fic criteria
for soil families, the use of such criteria must 2.w2-it the :.:.ccum.ul2.tion of
more detailed infon,::.tion on our soiJ. series,

In the meantime., we feel thcet

family groupings based on th;j bet,t i~,f-Jrmo.tion ~1.v2ilable serve n.-:my useful
purposes and should be expanded and revised as more in.formation becomes
available,
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As a footnote to this pres,mtation I would like to mention a me.tter
that has caused me much concern.

This has to do with the use of the family

category in oc:r cl, .ssific:ction system for separating so-called
0

between intergrades",

11 intergrades

Reference is freguelltly made to this when discussing

such soils e.s, for example, in1perfectly drained 0egradir:g Blacks.

It seems

to me th-ct rcler,:J.tion of this type of sep,•.ration to the family l2vel is
purely hypothetical.

With the criteria presently used for family groupin[

of soil series, it would be merely coincidental if this [crouping resul teed in
the desired separc.tion of intergrades.

To illustrate this, let us assume we

have two soil s8ries developed on the same parent m.Hteria.l; one is an imperfectly draimd Black s•.nd the other an imperfectly drained degrading Blc:ck.
Firstly it would be necessc.ry to cl2.ssify the lsn;er at the sub-group level.
If, on the basis of a consider::ction of the dominc.nt characteristjcs, it wo.s
placed with the degrs\ding Black sub-group tb,n at the family level it wo;i,ld
h~ve to be separated from the imperfectly drained Bls,ck series,

If it w2.s

placed in the imperfectly drained Black sub-group then on the b,'lsis of the
present family criteri2. it would most likely fc.11 in the sar.1e family as the
other seri2s (that is the modal :imperfectly drained Bls,ck).
It seems to me that unless we chamge the criteria for family
sepc\rations ::-i.nd consider families as
c,

2

sub-division of sub-groups rather th2.n

grouping of series, we cc<.nnot honestly rt:1lt:iga.te the so-called intergre_deB

between intergrades to the family level of our cl:1.ssification system.
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